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Alice's Adventures in Wonderland

2000

publisher description

不思議の国のアリス

2010-04-01

ナンセンス ファンタジーの名作 不思議の国のアリス 子ども向けのやさしい本かと思いきや 言葉遊び満載

で なかなかに手ごわい そこで 翻訳批評で名高いベック先生の丁寧な解説で原文を読みすすめていこうとい

うのが本書 見事な道案内でいつのまにか アリス の世界を英語で味わえるようになります

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland

2005

ある昼下がり アリスが土手で遊んでいるとチョッキを着た白ウサギが時計を取り出しながら 急ぎ足に通り

過ぎ 生き垣の下の穴にぴょんと飛び込みました アリスも続いて飛び込むと そこは チェシャーネコ 三月ウ

サギ 帽子屋 ハートの女王など 一癖もふたくせもあるキャラクターたちが繰り広げる夢と幻想の国 ユーモ

ア溢れる世界児童文学の傑作を 原文の言葉あそびの楽しさそのままに翻訳した 画期的新訳決定版

「不思議の国のアリス」を英語で読む

2004-08

この商品はタブレットなど大きいディスプレイを備えた端末で読むことに適しています また 文字だけを拡

大することや 文字列のハイライト 検索 辞書の参照 引用などの機能が使用できません ステップラダー シ



リーズは やさしい英語で書かれた 英語初級 初中級向けの英文リーダーです 初心者レベルの方でも無理な

く読めて 段階的にステップアップできるようにつくられています ステップラダー シリーズのステップ２の

不思議の国のアリス 夏の午後 森の中で本を読みながらうとうとしているアリスの前を チョッキを着て懐中

時計を持った白いうさぎが通りかかる 大変だ 大変だ 遅刻しちゃう 言葉をしゃべるうさぎを追いかけて ア

リスは不思議の国に迷い込む 巧みな言葉遊びとユーモアで世界中の大人と子供を魅了した ルイス キャロル

の傑作を中学生英語で読んでみませんか 音声無料ダウンロード付き 書籍版にある巻末のワードリストは電

子版には付属しません

不思議の国のアリス

2010-02

the orient blackswan easy readers introduce the child to the enchanting world of

reading which encourage him her to read with little or no external help these well

illustrated books are carefully graded into six levels the series begins at level 1

and is meant for beginners in the age group of 5 7 years the other levels are level

2 6 8 years level 3 7 9 years level 4 9 10 years level 5 10 12 years level 6 11 14

years and level 7 12 15 years this careful grading based on age appropriate

vocabulary and structure enables the reader to progress through the successive

levels the current titles mainly include the classics and also have those that suit

modern tastes and interests

Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland　ステップラダー・シリー

ズ　不思議の国のアリス

2021-09-01



delve into this stunning gift edition boasting the complete collection of alice s

adventures in wonderland and other tales and original iconic illustrations by john

tenniel the next edition in the knickerbocker classic series alice s adventures in

wonderland and other tales features the writings of lewis carroll the master of

puns puzzles and fantasy that have been delighting adults and children alike for

over 150 years this volume is comprised of both alice books alice s adventures in

wonderland and through the looking glass the nonsense poems including the

hunting of the snark and jabberwocky the novels sylvie and bruno and sylvie and

bruno concluded and essays and other miscellaneous writings of this prolific writer

for lewis carroll fans worldwide this stunning gift edition with an elegantly designed

cloth binding features a slipcase ribbon marker and a new introduction by lori

campbell

Alice S Adventures In Wonderland (Level 3)

2016-07

pada suatu senja yang keemasan alice duduk di tepi sungai menemani kakaknya

yang sedang membaca tiba tiba ia dikejutkan oleh seekor kelinci putih berompi

yang melintas di dekatnya itu sungguh kelinci yang tidak biasa memakai rompi

bisa bicara dan punya arloji di sakunya karena penasaran alice mengikuti kelinci

itu hingga ke sebuah liang kelinci di bawah semak berduri tanpa memikirkan jalan

kembali alice turut masuk ke liang itu sampailah ia di sebuah negeri ajaib yang

penuh kisah konyol mengharukan sekaligus menggelikan bagaimana ia kembali

pulang yuk ikuti kisah seru alice in one afternoon alice sitting by the river to

accompany her sister who is reading suddenly he was surprised by a white rabbit

use a vest that pass nearby it was really an unusual rabbit wearing a vest can talk



and had a watch in his pocket being curious alice follows the rabbit down to a

rabbit hole under thorn bush without thinking of the way back alice helped get into

the hole he arrived in a wonderland full of silly stories heartwarming and funny

how did he get back home chapter 2 dari 4 buku alice adventures in wonderland

dari penerbit buku anak cikalaksara

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Other Tales

2013-12-24

alice s adventures in wonderland is a novel written by the english author charles

lutwidge dodgson under the pseudonym lewis carroll in the year 1865 the story is

about a little girl named alice who goes down a rabbit hole into a fantasy world

inhabited by peculiar and anthropomorphic creatures this story is popular and it is

loved by both children and adults under the series young readers classic this book

is an inspiration of the original novel it describes the whole story in a simple and

interesting way the colorful illustrations enhance its attraction and capture the

interest of the reader

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland

2016-06-17

lewis carroll s alice s adventures in wonderland is an iconic work in classic british

literature carroll s unique blend of whimsy absurdity and clever wordplay have

made it one of the most widely read and loved lewis carroll books in this

fantastical narrative readers follow alice a young girl who falls down a rabbit hole

into wonderland a realm of outlandish characters and nonsensical rules the novel



s vibrant and imaginative setting and characters have established it as a

quintessential fantasy adventure story alice s encounters with the cheshire cat the

mad hatter the queen of hearts and other remarkable characters present a wide

array of memorable episodes all bound together by alice s exploration of this

strange world as such the novel stands as an enduring favorite among children s

adventure tales alice s adventures in wonderland also offers depth beyond its

surface absurdity carroll s play with logic language and societal norms through the

lens of alice s experiences provides a sharp and humorous critique a

characteristic feature of victorian social satire in addition the narrative stands as

an interesting exploration of childhood and its fleeting nature making it a

thoughtful addition to coming of age stories alice s transformation from a naive

child to a more self assured individual capable of standing up to the queen mirrors

the trials and triumphs inherent in growing up from the infamous drink me potion

to the final chaotic trial carroll s alice s adventures in wonderland serves up a

delightful and thought provoking exploration of identity curiosity and the bounds of

reality the novel remains a cherished classic fascinating readers with its fantastic

landscapes its eccentric characters and its imaginative and witty narrative

Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland

2023-03-07

this gorgeous 150th anniversary edition of alice s adventures in wonderland is

also a revelatory work of scholarship alice s adventures in wonderland published

150 years ago in 1865 is a book many of us love and feel we know well but it

turns out we have only scratched the surface scholar david day has spent many

years down the rabbit hole of this children s classic and has emerged with a



revelatory new view of its contents what we have here he brilliantly and

persuasively argues is a complete classical education in coded form carroll s gift

to his wonder child alice liddell in two continuous commentaries woven around the

complete text of the novel for ease of cross reference on every page david day

reveals the many layers of teaching concealed by manipulation of language that

are carried so lightly in the beguiling form of a fairy tale these layers relate directly

to carroll s interest in philosophy history mathematics classics poetry spiritualism

and even to his love of music both sacred and profane his novel is a memory

palace given to alice as the great gift of an education it was delivered in coded

form because in that age it was a gift no girl would be permitted to receive in any

other way day also shows how a large number of the characters in the book are

based on real victorians wonderland he shows is a veritable who s who of oxford

at the height of its power and influence in the victorian age there is so much to be

found behind the imaginary characters and creatures that inhabit the pages of

alice s adventures in wonderland david day s warm witty and brilliantly insightful

guide beautifully designed and stunningly illustrated throughout in full colour will

make you marvel at the book as never before

Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland

2015-09-29

pada suatu senja yang keemasan alice duduk di tepi sungai menemani kakaknya

yang sedang membaca tiba tiba ia dikejutkan oleh seekor kelinci putih berompi

yang melintas di dekatnya itu sungguh kelinci yang tidak biasa memakai rompi

bisa bicara dan punya arloji di sakunya karena penasaran alice mengikuti kelinci

itu hingga ke sebuah liang kelinci di bawah semak berduri tanpa memikirkan jalan



kembali alice turut masuk ke liang itu sampailah ia di sebuah negeri ajaib yang

penuh kisah konyol mengharukan sekaligus menggelikan bagaimana ia kembali

pulang yuk ikuti kisah seru alice in one afternoon alice sitting by the river to

accompany her sister who is reading suddenly he was surprised by a white rabbit

use a vest that pass nearby it was really an unusual rabbit wearing a vest can talk

and had a watch in his pocket being curious alice follows the rabbit down to a

rabbit hole under thorn bush without thinking of the way back alice helped get into

the hole he arrived in a wonderland full of silly stories heartwarming and funny

how did he get back home chapter 1 dari 4 buku alice adventures in wonderland

dari penerbit buku anak cikalaksara snackbookjanuari

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland Decoded

2013-12-31

alice stumbles upon a white rabbit she chases through a hole leading her into a

magical world with strange characters upset with being lost in another world alice

is determined to get home embarking on a journey across wonderland that brings

her new friends and enemies defying logic at every turn journey along with alice in

wonderland as she tries to get back home from this secret and magical land

following the white rabbit guides alice through a magical world filled with vanishing

cats painted roses and a lobster quadrille experience a childhood favourite alice s

adventures in wonderland from lewis carroll revised and with illustrations everyone

can enjoy something new from this classic tale initially published in 1865 lewis

carroll s alice s adventures in wonderland has been a classic for generations alice

goes on adventures with white rabbit the most famous literary character defies the

crazy and terrifying queen of hearts and joins the entertaining mad hatter plus



many other strange creatures this edition from 5310 publishing comes with unique

illustrations that represent main scenes and characters the manuscript was

revised and edited for today s english standards distinctive sketches and graphics

that help bring this classic into life

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland

2021-05-04

in this twisted retelling of alice s adventures in wonderland the white rabbit has

killed alice s sister and cat with a vengeance she chases after the rabbit down

down the rabbit hole and into a dark looking glass of madness she finds herself a

pawn of wonderland and its inhabitants contains original reconfiguring of classic

illustrations

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland

2017-09-19

alice s adventures in wonderland is the best known work of charles lutwidge

dodgson 1832 1898 better known by his pen name lewis carroll telling the tale of

a girl named alice who falls down a rabbit hole into a fantasy world populated by

surreal and anthropomorphic creatures the book was a huge commercial success

on its initial publication in 1865 it was followed by its sequel through the looking

glass and what alice found there in 1871 the books play at the heart of logical

problems and literary nonsense giving the narrative lasting popularity with adults

and children alike this edition of alice s adventures in wonderland is accompanied

by the dazzling colour illustrations of a e jackson 1873 1952 jackson was an



immensely talented illustrator who utilised a delicate yet colourful technique muted

blues purples and pinks are most frequently found in his artwork combined with a

thorough appreciation of line and form he also illustrated bestselling editions of

jonathan swift s gulliver s travels 1914 charles kingsley s the water babies 1920

tales from the arabian nights 1920 and daniel defoe s robinson crusoe 1921

appearing alongside the text jackson s illustrations further refine and elucidate

lewis carroll s captivating storytelling this book forms part of our pook press

imprint celebrating the golden age of illustration in children s literature

Alice's Bloody Adventures in Wonderland

2014-04-10

harpercollins is proud to present a range of best loved essential classics

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland - Illustrated by A. E.

Jackson

2010-06-03

the combined edition of alice s adventures in wonderland and through the looking

glass by lewis carroll brings together two timeless classics that have captivated

readers for generations in this enchanting volume readers are transported into a

whimsical and surreal world where logic and reason take a backseat to

imagination and nonsense in alice s adventures in wonderland we follow the

curious alice as she tumbles down a rabbit hole into a magical realm filled with

eccentric characters such as the cheshire cat the mad hatter and the queen of



hearts as alice navigates through a series of absurd and perplexing situations she

learns valuable lessons about growing up self discovery and the power of

imagination through the looking glass the sequel to alice s adventures in

wonderland takes readers on another extraordinary journey this time alice steps

through a mirror into a world where everything is reversed she encounters talking

flowers witty tweedledum and tweedledee and the enigmatic white queen as she

strives to become a queen herself by navigating a giant chessboard alice faces

numerous challenges that test her wit courage and resolve carroll s imaginative

storytelling and imaginative wordplay makes both books a joy for readers of all

ages filled with clever puns nonsensical riddles and delightful characters these

tales have become a cornerstone of children s literature carroll s ability to create a

dreamlike and topsy turvy world combined with his subtle satire and social

commentary adds depth and complexity to what initially appears to be mere

children s stories the combined edition of alice s adventures in wonderland and

through the looking glass is a beautifully crafted book that allows readers to

embark on a thought provoking journey whether revisiting these beloved tales

from childhood or experiencing them for the first time readers will be transported

to a world where imagination knows no bounds this edition serves as a timeless

reminder of the power of storytelling and the enduring allure of carroll s

enchanting creations

Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland (Collins Classics)

2023-12-13

alice s adventures in wonderland is an 1865 novel written by english author

charles dodgson under the pseudonym lewis carroll it tells of a girl named alice



falling through a rabbit hole into a fantasy world populated by peculiar

anthropomorphic creatures the tale plays with logic giving the story lasting

popularity with adults as well as with children it is considered to be one of the best

examples of the literary nonsense genre its narrative course and structure

characters and imagery have been enormously influential in both popular culture

and literature especially in the fantasy genre join alice s in wonderland where

nothing is quite as it seems in a strange world with even stranger characters alice

find herself growing more and more curious experience her adventures with her in

this strange world full of fun mystery and adventures

Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland and Through the

Looking-Glass

2019-11-18

but i don t want to go among mad people alice remarked oh you can t help that

said the cat we re all mad here the alice books are two of the most translated

most quoted and best known books in the world but what exactly are they

apparently delightful innocent fantasies for children they are also complex textures

of mathematical linguistic and philosophical jokes alice s encounters with the white

rabbit the cheshire cat the king and queen of hearts the mad hatter tweedledum

and tweedledee and many other extraordinary characters have made them

masterpieces of carefree nonsense yet they also appeal to adults on a quite

different level layers of satire allusion and symbolism about victorian culture and

politics as well as revelations about the intricate subconscious problems of their

author add to their fascination and make them impossible to classify this new



edition explores the phenomenal range of reference and the paradoxical appeal of

two of the most inventive books in world literature it also includes an episode

removed by carroll from the proofs of through the looking glass called the wasp in

a wig about the series for over 100 years oxford world s classics has made

available the widest range of literature from around the globe each affordable

volume reflects oxford s commitment to scholarship providing the most accurate

text plus a wealth of other valuable features including expert introductions by

leading authorities helpful notes to clarify the text up to date bibliographies for

further study and much more

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland : Lewis Carroll

2009-09-10

introducing diversion classics an illustrated series that showcases great works of

literature from the world s most beloved authors when alice spies a pocketwatch

toting rabbit she follows him into the fantastical world of wonderland there she

embarks on a journey that introduces her to a pipe smoking caterpillar a bizarre

tea party and the cruel queen of hearts whimsical and joyous in its wordplay alice

s adventures in wonderland is a madcap tale perfect for adventure lovers of all

ages

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the

Looking-Glass

2015-09-29



明るくって おちゃっぴいで 元気いっぱい 昭和の世にマルチな画才を発揮したアーティスト くるくるクル

ミちゃん の生みの親 松本かつぢの全軌跡

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland (Diversion Illustrated

Classics)

2006-04

lewis carroll s beloved classic stories are reimagined in this deluxe illustrated gift

edition from the award winning design studio behind the graphics for the harry

potter film franchise minalima designed with stunning full color artwork and several

interactive features originally published in 1865 lewis carroll s exquisite alice s

adventures in wonderland through the looking glass have remained revered

classics for generations the story of alice an inquisitive heroine who falls through a

rabbit hole and into a whimsical world has captured the hearts of readers of all

ages perhaps the most popular female character in english literature alice is

accompanied on her journey of trials and tribulations by the frantic white rabbit the

demented and terrifying queen of hearts the intriguing mad hatter and many other

eccentric characters lewis carroll s beloved companion stories alice s adventures

in wonderland and through the looking glass are reinvented on one volume by the

talented design firm minalima whose fey drawings of some of western literature s

most famous characters will delight and enthrall in addition they have created

interactive features exclusive to this edition including alice with extendable legs

and arms the rabbit s house which opens to reveal a giant alice the cheshire cat

with a pull tab that removes the cat and leaves the cat s grin a flamingo croquet

club that swings to hit the hedgehog a removable map of the looking glass world



this keepsake illustrated edition the sixth book in harper design s series of

illustrated children s classics will be treasured by for years to come

松本かつぢ

2019-10-29

it s a warm summer s afternoon when young alice first tumbles down the rabbit

hole and into the adventures in wonderland that have kept readers spellbound for

more than 150 years part of the macmillan collector s library a series of stunning

clothbound pocket sized classics with gold foiled edges and ribbon markers these

beautiful books make perfect gifts or a treat for any book lover this edition is

brought to life by sir john tenniel s legendary illustrations in black and white and

with an afterword by anna south collected here are lewis carroll s two classics

alice s adventures in wonderland and through the looking glass in which alice

encounters the laconic cheshire cat the anxious white rabbit and the terrifying red

queen as well as a host of other outlandish and charming characters

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland & Through the

Looking-Glass

2016-07-14

alice was beginning to get very tired of sitting by her sister on the bank and of

having nothing to do these are the first words of the most famous children book of

all times and then alice follows a rabbit and fells down down down she fells in a

fantastical place animals talk mad hatter s throws tea partys and the queen plays



croquet 1st page classics presents the unabridged original text and the original

illustrations by john tenniel

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland & Through the

Looking-Glass

2016-10-12

in addition to the two major texts by lewis carroll this volume includes tenniell s

original illustrations and as an appendix the recently discovered suppressed

chapter of alice in wonderland the wasp in a wig

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland

1998

documents on the writing reception and reputation of lewis carroll s alice s

adventures in wonderland

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland

2014

alice s adventures in wonderland commonly shortened to alice in wonderland is

an 1865 novel written by english author charles lutwidge dodgson under the

pseudonym lewis carroll it tells of a girl named alice falling through a rabbit hole

into a fantasy world populated by peculiar anthropomorphic creatures the tale

plays with logic giving the story lasting popularity with adults as well as with



children it is considered to be one of the best examples of the literary nonsense

genre its narrative course and structure characters and imagery have been

enormously influential in both popular culture and literature especially in the

fantasy genre dodgson s tale was published in 1865 as alice s adventures in

wonderland by lewis carroll with illustrations by john tenniel the first print run of 2

000 was held back because tenniel objected to the print quality a new edition was

quickly printed released in december of the same year but carrying an 1866 date

the entire print run sold out quickly alice was a publishing sensation beloved by

children and adults alike among its first avid readers were queen victoria and the

young oscar wilde the book has never been out of print alice s adventures in

wonderland has been translated into at least 174 languages there have now been

over a hundred english language editions of the book as well as countless

adaptations in other media especially theatre and film

Lewis Carroll's Alice's Adventures in Wonderland

2021-05-04

celebrate 150 years of alice in wonderland with a pocket sized piece of history a

miniature version of the book with rare illustrations of alice in red first published by

macmillan in 1907 this charming miniature edition of carroll s classic tale is

specially abridged for younger readers a sixth of the length of the original 1865

edition it features 32 brightly colored illustrations by sir john tenniel uniquely

featuring alice in a red dress faithfully reproduced from a rare archive copy this

unique little book retains all the charm of the historic original with luxurious red

wibalin binding and gold sprayed edges it is the perfect celebration of alice s

special anniversary and a wonderful gift for fans of every age



Alice's Adventures in Wonderland

2015-02-05

seven seas is pleased to present alice s adventures in wonderland and through

the looking glass an all new lavishly illustrated omnibus collection that contains

lewis carroll s original alice in wonderland novels for those who have never read

lewis carroll s alice novels or for those who wish to revisit the beloved tales this

new edition of a perennial classic will appeal to today s reader who appreciates

adorable manga styled artwork this 320 page collection contains all of lewis carroll

s original text along with two full color spreads and one hundred black and white

full page and spot illustrations alice s adventures in wonderland and through the

looking glass is a collection of stories featuring the titular character alice and her

misadventures through the curious and fantastical lands of wonderland as little

alice goes deeper and deeper down the rabbit hole she meets an assortment of

oddball characters like the eccentric march hare the whimsical mad hatter and the

enigmatic cheshire cat who will all become familiar faces within this strange world

if alice is to navigate the dangerous yet fascinating landscape of wonderland she

must learn who is friend and who is foe and use her good breeding and wits to

find a way home

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland

2014-08-19

one hundred and fifty years after its publication alice s adventures in wonderland

remains a doozy and a delight for children and adults the book stands out for



many reasons but is particularly exceptional as an innovative work of nonsense it

is also noteworthy for its lack of moralism and sentimentalism that was so en

vogue during the victorian era but does the absence of an obvious moral mean

the story has no meaning and what is the draw to wonderland that dreamy realm

of easily outraged creatures where madness is the ruling authority what about that

druggie caterpillar from amanda ryan s introduction when alice follows a talking

white rabbit into his burrow she discovers a world of whimsy governed by

otherworldly logic that she never quite masters in this beloved children s classic

alice runs in a caucus race that nobody can win or lose gets turned into a giant

discusses poetry with a caterpillar has tea with a mad hatter and march hare and

finally plays a bizarre game of croquet with flamingos before taking part in the

knave of hearts s trial for stealing tarts written by a noted mathematician this

canon classic is literary candy and remains as humorous and imaginative as when

it was first published in 1865

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the

Looking Glass (Illustrated Nove l)

2019-12-06

alice s adventures in wonderland often shortened to alice in wonderland follows

the strange adventures of a girl named alice who falls down a rabbit hole into a

fantasy world full of peculiar yet engaging creatures many of these characters

including the white rabbit cheshire cat mad hatter and march hare have achieved

literary fame and are known to almost all of us the story involves many logic

games and examples of literary nonsense popular with adults and children alike it



is a giant in the fantasy genre this publication of alice s adventures in wonderland

includes the original illustrations by sir john tenniel and is part of the qualitas

classics fireside series where pure ageless classics are presented in clean easy to

read reprints for a complete list of titles see qualitaspublishing com

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland

2012-05-01

alice s adventures in wonderland widely beloved british children s book by lewis

carroll published in 1865 with its fantastical tales and riddles it became one of the

most popular works of english language fiction it was notably illustrated by british

artist john tenniel the story centres on alice a young girl who falls asleep in a

meadow and dreams that she follows the white rabbit down a rabbit hole she has

many wondrous often bizarre adventures with thoroughly illogical and very strange

creatures often changing size unexpectedly she grows as tall as a house and

shrinks to 3 inches 7 cm she encounters the hookah smoking caterpillar the

duchess with a baby that becomes a pig and the cheshire cat and she attends a

strange endless tea party with the mad hatter and the march hare she plays a

game of croquet with an unmanageable flamingo for a croquet mallet and

uncooperative hedgehogs for croquet balls while the queen calls for the execution

of almost everyone present later at the queen s behest the gryphon takes alice to

meet the sobbing mock turtle who describes his education in such subjects as

ambition distraction uglification and derision alice is then called as a witness in the

trial of the knave of hearts who is accused of having stolen the queen s tarts

however when the queen demands that alice be beheaded alice realizes that the

characters are only a pack of cards and she then awakens from her dream



Alice's Adventures in Wonderland

2020-04-05

alice s adventures in wonderland commonly shortened to alice in wonderland is

an 1865 novel by english author lewis carroll the pseudonym of charles dodgson it

tells of a young girl named alice who falls through a rabbit hole into a

subterranean fantasy world populated by peculiar anthropomorphic creatures it is

considered to be one of the best examples of the literary nonsense genre the tale

plays with logic giving the story lasting popularity with adults as well as with

children

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland "The Annotated &

Complete Unabridged Version" (Fantasy Children Book)

2021-04-25

examines how the alice books address issues that concerned mid victorians on

the brink of the modern era

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland Annotated

1991

alice s adventures in wonderland widely beloved british children s book by lewis

carroll published in 1865 with its fantastical tales and riddles it became one of the

most popular works of english language fiction it was notably illustrated by british

artist john tenniel the story centres on alice a young girl who falls asleep in a



meadow and dreams that she follows the white rabbit down a rabbit hole she has

many wondrous often bizarre adventures with thoroughly illogical and very strange

creatures often changing size unexpectedly she grows as tall as a house and

shrinks to 3 inches 7 cm she encounters the hookah smoking caterpillar the

duchess with a baby that becomes a pig and the cheshire cat and she attends a

strange endless tea party with the mad hatter and the march hare she plays a

game of croquet with an unmanageable flamingo for a croquet mallet and

uncooperative hedgehogs for croquet balls while the queen calls for the execution

of almost everyone present later at the queen s behest the gryphon takes alice to

meet the sobbing mock turtle who describes his education in such subjects as

ambition distraction uglification and derision alice is then called as a witness in the

trial of the knave of hearts who is accused of having stolen the queen s tarts

however when the queen demands that alice be beheaded alice realizes that the

characters are only a pack of cards and she then awakens from her dream

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the

Looking Glass

2020-04-03

alice s adventures in wonderland commonly shortened to alice in wonderland is

an 1865 novel written by english author charles lutwidge dodgson under the

pseudonym lewis carroll it tells of a young girl named alice falling through a rabbit

hole into a fantasy world populated by peculiar anthropomorphic creatures the tale

plays with logic giving the story lasting popularity with adults as well as with

children it is considered to be one of the best examples of the literary nonsense



genre

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland (Annotated &

Illustrated) Children Fantasy Book

2021-02-11

originally conceived by its author as an entertaining story for alice liddell the

daughter of an oxford dean alice s adventures in wonderland the fantastic tale of

the young alice s encounters with the white rabbit the cheshire cat the mad hatter

and the queen of hearts has captured the imaginations of young and old

throughout the world since it was first published in 1865 in addition to the vivid

and unforgettable characters it is the book s experimental style linguistic

inventiveness and myriad of jokes and puzzles that account for the timeless

fascination it inspires this volume includes john tenniel s iconic engravings the

sequel through the looking glass and a facsimile of alice s adventure s under

ground the early manuscript version of the novel illustrated by lewis carroll himself

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland Illustrated

2016-06-07

join alice for an adventure in wonderland in this unabridged classic paired with

fresh illustrations this unabridged illustrated collector s edition of lewis carroll s

celebrated tale brings a new generation of young readers into the magic and

madness of wonderland once upon a story alice s adventures in wonderland

features the classic story of alice and her curious adventure in wonderland with



stunning color illustrations that bring the story to life with a beautiful canvas cover

with foil and embossing and a ribbon bookmark this deluxe hardcover book is sure

to be cherished time and again

Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, Through the Looking

Glass and Alice’s Adventures Under Ground

2021-07-06

alice s adventures in wonderland is a story filled with imagery symbolism and

unforgettable characters as the critics in this volume attest alice s adventures in

wonderland has sparked the imagination of countless children and adults alike

and has served as an influence to storytellers the world over the critical essays in

this volume reflect a variety of schools of criticism accompanied by notes on the

contributing critics lewis carroll s alice s adventures in wonderland is an essential

resource for those interested in the interpretations of top scholars in the literary

field

Once Upon a Story: Alice's Adventures in Wonderland

2020-05-17

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland (Annotated)

Unabridged Edition Fantasy, Adventure Fiction Children



Book by Lewis Carroll
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